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In 1974, in the journal Science, historian of science Ste
phen Brush published an a1ticle entitled, "Should the his
tory of science be rated X?" In this essay, I should like to 
adapt a couple of his points to the situation in mathemat
ics and then proceed to discuss one possibility (out of 
many) in which the history and philosophy of mathemat
ics can be of use to mathematics education, namely that of 
infOrming our understanding of mathematics. As an addi
tional point of refe1·ence, 1ecall what mathematician Rene 
Thom said at the I CME-II Conference in Exeter, in an ad
dress which will well bear re-reading. "The real problem 
which confi:onts mathematics teaching is not that or ri
gour, but the problem of the development of "meaning", 
of the "existence" of mathematical objects" [Thom, 1973, 
p.202] 

Brush argues that one current viewpoint about science 
among many contemporary historians and philosophers of 
science is one of cultural relativism, a view he feels which 
is not shared by many scientists. "I will examine argu
ments that young and impressionable students at the start 
of a scientific career should be shielded fl om the writings 
of contemporary science historians namely that these 
writings do violence to the professional ideal and public 
image of scientists as rational, open-minded investigators, 
proceeding methodically, grounded incontrovertibly in 
the outcome of controlled experiments, and seeking objec
tively for the truth, " [Brush, op cit., p 1164] Thus if 
you, as a teacher responsible fOr the education of young 
scientists, wished to promulgate this view of scientific ac
tivity, his advice was for you to keep your students away 
from the proliferating undergraduate courses on the his
tory of science at American universities 

In contrast to this protectionist stance, Brush also 
argues that scepticism towards established dogma is osten
sibly a prized asset in science Clearly one possible root for 
this latter attitude will be a broad knowledge of the history 
of that discipline, in providing an awareness that past 
dogma has been overthrown But where is the tradition of 
criticism and scepticism in mathematics? In the study of 
English literature, literary criticism is at the forefront as a 
major component of that study t Where is the comparable 
activity in studying the mathematical literature? An obvi
ous first point is that seldom, if ever, do undergraduates 

t Whose literary criticism is itself currently fuelling a fiery debate among 
the English faculty at Cambridge University A report on the wran
glings involved has made front-page national news recently [Walker, 
1981] 
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see instances of mathematical literature. I extbooks are 
very much secondary sources 

A recent example of conflict in mathematics arose be
tween two published papers in homotopy theory (involv
ing mathematicians Zahler and Thomas, and I oda and 
Oka), providing one of the few "published" instances of 
controversy. [Kolata, 1976; Zahler, 1976] Probably coin
cidentally, Zahler is also one of the protagonists in the 
Catastrophe Theory dispute which provides another con
temporary occurrence of public criticism, though this lat
ter article concerned strong doubts as to the validity and 
worth of certain applications rather than about the math
ematical theory itself. [Sussmann and Zahler, 1978] 

Imre Lakatos' Proofs and Refutations [1976] provides 
one notable instance of what might be termed mathemati
cal literary criticism. In it he draws attention to precisely 
the reverse tradition from the usual one of scepticism in 
mathematics, namely one where mathematical maturity is 
equated with willingness to suspend disbelief (and ques
tions) until the results<ire proved, providing a new twist to 
the doctrine that the end justifies the means .. Perhaps Hil
bert was referring to this spirit of pragmatism when he 
said, "In mathematics, as elsewhere, success is the su
preme court to whose decisions everyone submits" Copes 
[1980] has also written about the reversal of the meaning
ful mathematical order to produce the customary formal 
one. 

However, implicit in Hilbert's statement is the absolute 
nature of such decisions regarding success. Sociologist 
David Bloor, in his stress on the 'negotiability" of mean
ing, and hence of mathematics itself, has highlighted the 
social nature of mathematics. [Bloor, 1976] The history of 
the Euler-Descartes Conjecture, described (and 'reconst
ructed') so lovingly in Lakatos' book, can be viewed as a 
series of attempts to preserve the insight that V - E + F = 
2 for polyhedra, and the negotiation of definitions and 
concepts in which mathematicians engaged towards that 
end 

Lakatos' work on mathematics provides a method of 
criticism for improving conjectures and proofs, as well as a 
taxonomy of counter-examples, organised according to 
their function and point of contact with the above .. He 
stresses the essential role of criticism in mathematical pro
gress and it is a sad fact that this is virtually a non-existent 
area within mathematics education. Are we aiming to 
transmit mathematical methods or a body of knowledge? 
Surely it is equally essential to explain and communicate 
the nature of mathematical discovery. 



Proofs and Refutations also looks at mathematical meth
odology .. We are provided with a description of the way 
Lakatos believed mathematics developed and an analysis 
of the process. This work provides a new, exciting inter
pretation of "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny'', a pre
cept often quoted as of relevance for mathematics educa
tion [Hadamard, 1954; Poincare, 1952; Polya, 1962; 
Ihom,op cit.] Under this interpretation we should teach 
according to the method of proofs and refutations in the 
classroom, though not necessarily the prnofs and refuta
tions of a particular historical development This method 
augments our insight and enriches our concepts precisely 
because it reflects the way mathematics was, and is done. 

As examples to show that even the methodology of 
mathematics is negotiable, consider the controversy sur
rounding the alleged computer proof of the four-colour 
theorem or constructivist Enett Bishop's [1977] rejection 
of Jerome Keisler's [1976] approach to calculus via in
finitesimals. A further example is provided by the reported 
methodological (monster-baning) exclamation of Gordan 
when confronted with Hilbert's non-constructive proof of 
the existence of a finite basis for any system of invariants 
He claimed, "Das ist nicht Mathematik - das ist theolo
gie", and thus clearly disagreed with Hilbert about the re
sults of the latter's appeal to the "supreme court of suc
cess" 1he historical development of mathematics since 
Gordan has not agreed with him (possibly, a Hilbertian 
might argue, because of the technique's success), but who 
is to say that it might not do so later, in a move of neo
Copernican, conservative zeal? For example, rampant 
constructivism may emerge as the next dominant para
digm. After all, infinitesimal methods were banned for at 
least a century prior to Robinson's discovery of a way to 
guarantee their legitimacy, within the current canons of 
mathematical acceptability, and their return to some 
prominence in the last twenty years has been hesitant 
[Robinson, 1966] "Very early in his career Cantor had de
nied any 1 ale to infinitesimals in determining the nature of 
continuity, and by 1886 he had devised a proof that the ex
istence of such entities was in his view impossible" [Grat
tan-Guinness, 1980] The revisionist potential for future 
mathematics to rewrite that of the past (and along with it 
all om judgements on validity which seem so timeless to 
us) has, I feel, been little appreciated .. For this reason, 
among others, I see the phoenix-like rise of infinitesimal 
methods as one of the most interesting, twentieth-century 
developments in mathematics, ranking with the discovery 
and development of non-Euclidean geometries in the at
tack it presents on absolutism in mathematics 

Too often in mathematics one meets the attitude of "We 
have it right now, no further developments are necessary, 
or possible." Awareness of the historical life of math
ematical ideas gives an awareness of the temporary nature 
of mathematics and prevents too many arrogant assump
tions about having "the best of all possible mathematics" 
Contrast (my emphasis): "What is wanting is a satisfac
tory critical account of the filiation of the fundamental 
ideas II om their incipiency in antiquity to the final formu
lations of these in precise concepts familiar to every stu
dent of the elements of mathematical analysis", with: 

"Perhaps even more important is the role that the history 
of mathematics and science can play in the cultivation 
among prnfessional workers in the field of a sense of pro
portion with respect to their subjects. No scholar familiar 
with the historical background of his specialty is likely to 
succumb to that specious sense of finality which the stu
dent so often experiences." [both in Boyer, 1959, pp.4-5] 

Lakatos' writing deliberately moves between the history 
and philosophy of mathematics What is the current in
volvement of philosophy of mathematics in the mathemat
ics cuniculum? Overtly, virtually nothing Yet, as Rene 
Thom proclaimed, "In fact, whethe1 one wishes it or not, 
all mathematical pedagogy, even if scarcely coherent, rests 
on a philosophy of mathematics" [Thom, op.cit, p 204] 
What then is the "hidden agenda" to be learnt about 
mathematics from the way it is taught? Clearly that math
ematics is the formal study of abstract systems presented 
in strictly deductivist style. Attendance at courses called 
philosophy of mathematics, which are, most often, courses 
of logic (identifying the former with formalism) will ac
centuate this belief Mathematician Jean Dieudonne has 
written, "D'oU la necessite absolue qui s'impose desor
mais, a tout mathematicien soucieux de probite intellec
tuelle, de presenter ses raisonnements sous f'orme axioma
tique, c'est-a-dire sous une forme oU les propositions 
s'enchainent en vertu des seules reg/es de la logique, en fai
sant volontairement abstraction de toutes les "evidences" 
intuitives que peuvent suggerer a }'esprit les termes qui y 
figment." [Dieudonne, 1939, p 225] But surely in math
ematics education, even if it is so in mathematics (which I 
doubt), we are not even predominantly interested in the 
presentation of formally correct arguments Thom's con
cern about the prevailing balance of rigour over meaning 
is indicated by his parallel reply to Dieudonne: "Tout ma
thematicien dote de tant soit peu d'honnetete intellectuelle 
reconnaitra que, dans chacune de ses demonstrations, il 
est capable d'attacher un sens a chacun des symboles qu'il 
manipule." [Thom, 1970, p 229] 

Thus the parallel of learning the scientific method as a 
goal of a conservative, absOlutist, scientific education 
becomes the learning of the axiomatic method. Are we not 
in mathematics in the same position that science was a 
couple of generations ago; that is, we have an officially 
enshrined methodology - at least as regards what I term 
public mathematics, the formal presentation via the lec
tme hall, the textbook and the research journal? My point 
is that the majority of mathematics instruction at the uni
versity level produces a false picture of mathematics, pri
vate mathematics, creative, human mathematics, by the 
constraints and beliefs concerning public mathematics 
Even if mathematics had a Bridgman figure arguing that 
there is no such thing as the mathematical method (as 
Bridgman did for science in the 1920's), will students ab
sorb the "correct" attitude through their mathematical 
education? Only if mathematicians behave in private as 
they do in public But do they? 

What is missing from the formal presentation in the cus
tomary Satz-Beweiss manner, and how can the history and 
philosophy of mathematics help alleviate this absence? 
Firstly, one lacks any discussion of the problem back-
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ground. What questions were the mathematicians in
volved in trying to solve? How were they viewing the prob
lem, and in what way is this theorem a solution? Theories 
arise in response to problems and absorbing theories 
should not be central to mathematics education .. More im
portantly, how do the definitions of the terms involved re
late to the theorems as stated and proved? This whole 
murky but fascinating area has been incandescently lit by 
Lakatos' work (for instance, in the telling concept of 
proof-generated definition) which has only recently seen 
much development or criticism. [Feferman, 1978] I said 
earlier that history and philosophy of mathematics can in
form our understanding of mathematics. With this kind of 
richness available, illuminated and illustrated by the 
forces and vagaries of historical development, does not the 
formal axiomatic presentation seem somewhat stark and 
yet pale also? 

A new epistemology of mathematics for mathematics 
education is required which evolves as the confluence of 
mutually-permeable strands of the now-separated disci
plines of mathematics, history of mathematics and 
philosophy of mathematics. Lakatos, paraphrasing Kant, 
claimed "The history of mathematics, lacking the guid
ance of philosophy, has become blind, while the philoso
phy of mathematics, turning its back on the most intrigu
ing phenomena in the history of mathematics, has become 
empty" [Lakatos, op .. cit , p.2] But what hope has math
ematics education without either? My aim is the creation 
and development of personal knowledge of mathematics 
[see Gordon, 1978] rather than the transmission of "abso
lute" knowledge. The growth of understanding can only 
be enriched and encouraged by an awareness of the prob
lem sources which renew and maintain our mathematics 
and allow us to observe the changes in what it has been as 
well as informing our creativity with regard to what it 
might be A polished, logical presentation of mathematics 
(that is, a-historic, prepared with hindsight) shows none of 
the difficulties, errors, guesses, stumblings which went 
into its creation and attainment of its present fOrm Unify
ing concepts and proofs can't unify if there has been no 
awareness of a previous state of disparateness, and gener
alizations have to generalize something. In this light, Sar
ton's claim [1936, p. 3] that "nothing suffers so much when 
divorced from its history as does mathematics" can be 
seen in its full force 

The beauty of the study of the history of mathematics is 
that it can give a sense of place (and hence, for me, mean
ing) from which to learn mathematics, rather than merely 
acquiring a set of disembodied concepts. At the same time 
it provides an elevated point of view from which to survey 
the current position. A sense of history can provide an 
awareness that it was not always the way it is today, and 
hence that it might have been (and also might be) other
wise .. In this way, history can convey the notion of a cul
turally-based and culturally-bound mathematics which is 
open-ended and changing, a challenge to the more preva
lent view of mathematics as a static list of accumulated 
truths 

But while it is an important point that the history is not 
"final" or "right", but dependent on the philosophies of 
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mathematics which guide our reconstructions, we would 
be doing ourselves a disservice to suggest that the histori
cal method, or the method of proofS and refutations 
should merely supersede the axiomatic method as the 
enshrined methodology and epistemology of mathematics 
for mathematics education. What I would suggest is a dis
ciplined eclecticism toward, and a deep knowledge of the 
various alternative possibilities from which to choose, 
when setting out to teach a part of mathematics. Many 
central points emerge when a broader view is taken which 
would have been missed given a narrow axiom-theorem
proof format Questions can be raised with respect to the 
diverse natures of mathematics itself, as well as with re
gard to its origins and development. 

Teaching should be concerned with helping students to 
make connections between ideas, something which is un
likely to be achieved by teaching items in isolation But 
what could be more isolated than an idea out of context? 
One often feels a reaction of bewilderment on being pre
sented with some mathematical idea: "Where did it come 
from?", "Who, why, and how did someone come up with 
that?", precisely because the context is missing, possibly 
even the actual question the perpetrator was trying to an
swer It also adds to the cult of personality and the aura of 
genius surrounding "name" mathematicians by denying 
the very infOrmation necessary to render their actual 
achievements comprehensible and, incidentally, none the 
less laudable 

We need to indicate more of the steps which were taken 
and the approaches which were followed Polished proofs 
eradicate all the clues in an attempt to make the presenta
tion logical Isn't it amazing that we teach in precisely the 
reverse order from the one people seem to learn in, by 
naming a theorem, stating it, proving it, then finally going 
to a couple of examples? Surely a teacher's role is to help 
clarify, and not hide, how a piece of work was done Yet in 
published mathematics the methods of work are entirely 
absent and too smooth a path is given. If we never have to 
struggle with an idea or problem, we feel useless and out
raged in the face of a real problem, one outside the narrow 
confines of what we have seen done And if we are unable 
to solve problems, often all that will remain are vague 
memories of "o~jects" and relationships between them 
This is a fate that I believe it is possible and worth trying to 
avoid, and that it can be avoided through an incorporation 
of history and philosophy of mathematics as an essential 
part of mathematics education 
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- I remember when I was a young Oxford Scholar, that [Dr Edward Dave
nant] could not endure to heare of the New(Cartesian) Philosophy: For, sayd he, 
if a new Philosophy is brought-in, a new Divinity will shortly follow; and he was 
right 

John Aubrey, Brief Lives 

- [Thomas Hobbes] was 40 years old before he looked on Geometry; which 
happened accidentally. Being in a Gentleman's Library, Euclid's Elements lay 
open, and 'twas the 47El libri I He read the Proposition By G-, sayd he, (he 
would now and then sweare an emphaticall Oath by way of emphasis) this is im
possible! So he reads the Demonstration of it, which refe11ed him back to such a 
Proposition; which proposition he read That refe11ed him back to another, 
which he also read Et sic deinceps that at last he was demonstratively con
vinced of that trueth This made him in love with Geometry 

I have heard Mr Hobbes say that he was wont to draw lines on his thigh and 
on the sheetes, abed, and also multiply and divide 

He would often complain that Algebra (though of great use) was too much 
admired, and so followed after, that it made men not contemplate and consider 
so much the nature and power of Lines, which was a great hindrance to the 
Gr oweth of Geometrie; for that though algebra did rarely well and quickly, and 
easily in right lines, yet 'twould not bite in solid (I thinke) Geometry 

'Twas pitty that Mr Hobbs had not began the study of the Mathematics 
sooner, els he would not have layn so open. But one may say of him, as one says 
ofJos Scaiiger, that where he erres, he erres so ingeniosely, that one had rather 
erre with him than hitt the marke with Clavius 

John Aubrey, Brief Lives 
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